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Professional Show was awarded the contract relating for the 
supply including installation and starting of a new multi-media 
control system to manage the operating room and the room 
for the management of territorial criticalities as well as the 
monitoring of video security system at the headquarters of 
Brescia Firefighters.

In the operating room was installed a large videowall consisting 
of 8 monitors Samsung 55’’ mod. UM55H-E in 4x2 model ultra-
thin frame. This allows firefighters assigned to the Control Room 
to visualize in “Multiview” mode, shared and continuous, a large 
number of information and audio-video content from internet, 
software applications, external signals such as workstations 
used by room operators, fixed and mobile telephony equipment.
 
The “core” of the system is the Video Wall Controller composed 
of a Dexon DXN5200 matrix with HdBT I/O boards, configured 
with 32 total inputs and 16 outputs with HdBT and HDMI type.
Still in the operating room was configured a domotic audio 
diffusion system with QSC Audio loud speaker ceiling 
installation, to spread out, in a clear and intelligible way, the 
audio communications circulating in the Control Room. 

A wifi tablet, equipped with a simplified graphical interface, 
manages in a domotic way both the audio system and the 
various functions of general control of the room such as 
switching on and off the videowall, the equipment connected to 
the audio-visual system, the selection of audio-video inputs.

Instead, in the Criticalities Room, two Samsung monitors of 75” 
mod. QM75R were installed, which, through the same central 
“core”, visualize all video signals from the sources present in the 
operating room. The audio in this room comes from two sound-
bars with Yamaha’s Airsurround Extreme technology.
In addition to audio signal circulating through the Core, inside 
the Criticalities Room was implemented the telephone 
communications management coming from digital and/or 
analog telephone channels.
The system provides for the local distribution of incoming and 
outgoing calls both for those using VOIP channels and the POTS 
line.
Sill in the Criticalities Room was installed a microphone system 
which is used for external telephone communication to and from 
fixed and mobile devices and a wireless presentation system for 
contributing and sharing audio visual information. 
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